Emerging super-resolution fluorescence microscopy techniques (e.g. PALM and STORM) are of growing significance in biophysical research as they enable high resolution imaging of live cells. Key structures imaged by these techniques include the cytoskeleton, membranes, and mitochondria. Recent theoretical work confirms that the experimentally achievable image acquisition rate and resolution of these techniques is limited by the performance of both the physical imaging system and the rejection algorithm used to distinguish single-fluorophore images from multi-fluorophore (overlap) images. Better rejection algorithms may therefore yield faster and more accurate experiments in addition to faster image analysis.
• PALM/STORM Process
• Not all the molecules in a crowded image are "on" at the same time.
• When blurs don't overlap you can localize molecules with sub-pixel resolution
• If 2 close molecules are "on" at the same time, PALM/STORM fail: so discard that image.
• Repeat this process, randomly switching different molecules on and off. Build up image.
• Rejection Algorithms
• Abstract:
Input images
If it thinks there's 1 molecule present: Estimate the center of bright spot
Record molecular position
• Given an image with m activated molecules in a bright spot: f m = fraction of m molecule images accepted by filter.
• We want f 1 = 1, and other f m to be small • Rejection Algorithms (cont.)
• A rejection algorithm's f 1 value and f 2 (r) curve can be used to compare its performance to other rejection algorithms.
• To determine f 1 and f 2 (r), the rejection algorithm was applied to simulated diffraction-limited images of 2 molecules
Assume a general separation-dependent acceptance probability, f 2 f 2 (0) = 1, if we don't use overall intensity in rejection criteria
• Simulation Method • Results: Principal components vs. Least squares fitting
• Both have similar widths, but principal components rejects more at large separations
• Principal Components is less sensitive to background noise
